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Abstract
Several studies have shown that cancer niche can perform an active role in the regulation of tumor
cell maintenance and progression through extracellular vesicles-based intercellular communication. However, it has not been reported whether this vesicle-mediated communication affects the
malignant transformation of normal stem cells/progenitors. We have previously reported that the
conditioned medium derived from the mouse Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC) cell line can convert
mouse induced pluripotent stem cells (miPSCs) into cancer stem cells (CSCs), indicating that
normal stem cells when placed in an aberrant microenvironment can give rise to functionally active
CSCs. Here, we focused on the contribution of tumor-derived extracellular vesicles (tEVs) that
are secreted from LLC cells to induce the transformation of miPSCs into CSCs. We isolated tEVs
from the conditioned medium of LLC cells, and then the differentiating miPSCs were exposed to
tEVs for 4 weeks. The resultant tEV treated cells (miPS-LLCev) expressed Nanog and Oct3/4
proteins comparable to miPSCs. The frequency of sphere formation of the miPS-LLCev cells in
suspension culture indicated that the self-renewal capacity of the miPS-LLCev cells was significant.
When the miPS-LLCev cells were subcutaneously transplanted into Balb/c nude mice, malignant
liposarcomas with extensive angiogenesis developed. miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT, the cells
established from primary site and disseminated liposarcomas, respectively, showed their capacities
to self-renew and differentiate into adipocytes and endothelial cells. Moreover, we confirmed the
secondary liposarcoma development when these cells were transplanted. Taken together, these
results indicate that miPS-LLCev cells possess CSC properties. Thus, our current study provides
the first evidence that tEVs have the potential to induce CSC properties in normal tissue stem
cells/progenitors.
Key words: cancer stem cells; mouse induced pluripotent stem cells; extracellular vesicles; cancerous niche; liposarcoma.

Introduction
The microenvironment/niche can exert profound genetic and/or epigenetic effects on stem cells

through interactions between stem cells and surrounding tissue resident cell populations, or through
http://www.jcancer.org
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cell-derived factors originating from the surrounding
cells within the niche. Current studies have demonstrated that an aberrant microenvironment with locally derived growth-promoting signals rather than
growth-inhibiting signals may contribute to the genesis of cancer stem cells (CSCs) [1, 2]. CSCs are defined
as cells within a tumor that possess the capacity to
self-renew and to give rise to the heterogeneous lineages of cancer cells that comprise the tumor [3]. Cells
with CSC properties have been isolated from various
types of tumors and cancer cell lines, including glioblastoma, lung carcinoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, and
breast cancer [4-7].
Despite many studies, the biological nature of
CSCs remains largely unclear, especially the origin of
CSCs. Findings pertinent to secreted exosome/microvesicle-based intercellular communication, has provided a potential mechanism involved in
niche regulation of cell fate/behavior [8]. In this regard, tumor-derived extracellular vesicles (tEVs),
which are mainly comprised of exosomes and microvesicles, are critical components in tumor niche
that promote tumor progression [9]. Pivotal roles of
microvesicles secreted by both human and murine
lung cancer cell lines have been shown in tumor progression, metastasis and angiogenesis [10]. Exosomes
that are derived from highly metastatic melanomas
can also increase the metastatic behavior of primary
melanomas through the education of bone marrow
progenitor cells to create a pre-metastatic niche [11].
An oncogenic receptor, EGFRvIII, has been shown to
be carried by microvesicles from aggressive glioma
tumor cells to a non-aggressive tumor cell populations, and the recipient cells exhibited activation of
MAPK and Akt signaling pathways, concomitant
with a morphological transformation and an increase
in anchorage-independent growth [12]. Microvesicles
secreted by a human prostate cancer cells can activate
normal stromal fibroblasts to cancer-associated fibroblasts, which is well known for contributing to tumorigenicity [13, 14]. In addition, adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells exhibit tumor-associated myofiblobrastic characteristics after
treatment of exosomes that were derived from breast
cancer cell lines [15]. These findings clearly indicate
that tEVs act as messengers during cell-to-cell communication, which can significantly affect tumor
progression and metastasis. To our knowledge,
however, no direct report has demonstrated that tEVs
can modulate the fate of normal stem cells or progenitor cells to facilitate their conversion or transformation into CSCs.
Since our previous study indicating that secreted
factor(s) from various cancer cell lines could promote
the formation of CSCs from miPSCs [16], it is highly
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possible that tEVs could be one mechanism underlying this conversion. In this study, we applied tEVs
collected from LLC CM to differentiating miPSCs
cultures, and characterized the resultant cells both in
vitro and in vivo to assess the contribution of tEVs to
induce CSCs from miPSCs. Our results suggested that
normal stem cells or progenitor cells might give rise to
CSCs when they are exposed to an abnormal cancerous niche. Understanding the mechanisms and details
of this process will hopefully be useful in the development of new therapeutic approaches to target not
only CSCs, but also the cancerous niche.

Materials and Methods
Preparation and detergent treatment of tEVs
from LLC cell line
LLC cells at 80% confluence were cultured with
serum-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM). Culture supernatants were collected after 48
h, then centrifuged at 300 g for 10 min and 2000 g for
10 min to remove cells and large debris, respectively.
The cell-free supernatant was confirmed no cell contamination by incubation in cell culture incubator,
then followed by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 30 min
to remove small debris. tEVs were pelleted by ultracentrifugation (Himac CP70MXX, Hitachi, Japan) at
100,000 g for 2 h, washed twice and suspended in PBS
[17]. Particle diameter was measured by dynamic laser scattering (ELS-8000, Otsuka Electronics, Japan).
Protein concentration was determined by MicroBCA
Protein Assay kit (Pierce). tEVs were stored at -80˚C
until use.
To disrupt the tEVs, 0.05 µg/µL tEVs were incubated with Triton X-100 at final concentration of
0.5% in 4˚C on rotator.

Cell culture
Mouse iPSCs [18] that contained a puromycin
(puro) resistant gene and green fluorescent protein
(GFP) gene (iPS-MEF-Ng-20D-17, Lot No. 012, Riken
Cell Bank, Japan) were maintained under the humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37˚C on feeder layers of
mitomycin-C-treated mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEFs) (Reprocell, Japan) in miPS medium (DMEM
containing 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.1 mM
Non-Essential Amino Acid (NEAA, Life Technologies), 2 mM L-Glutamine, 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol,
1000 U/mL Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF, Millipore), 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 U/mL streptomycin). Differentiated cells and MEFs were removed by
culturing in the presence of 1 µg/mL puro. The Lewis
Lung Carcinoma cell line (ATCC) was maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS.
For tEV treatment, miPSCs were first induced to
http://www.jcancer.org
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differentiate for 3 days by culturing without LIF.
Then, 4×105 cells/ 60-mm dish differentiating miPSCs
were maintained in miPS medium (without LIF) containing various concentrations of LLC tEVs, and medium was changed daily with fresh tEVs or detergent
pre-treated tEVs. When cells reached 80% confluence,
they were harvested and seeded in the corresponding
medium as the number of 4×105 cells/ 60-mm dish.
The resultant cells (miPS-LLCev) were maintained
with miPS medium without LIF (Fig. 1A).
For suspension culture, 4×104 single cells were
plated in 60-mm Lipidure®-coated low adhesion
dishes (NOF Corporation, Japan) in serum-free miPS
medium without LIF, but supplemented with Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium-X (ITS-X, Life Technologies).
Spheroids with diameters above 100 µm were counted
under a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX81, Japan) on day 4. After image capturing on day 7,
spheres were collected for further analyses.
For adipocyte differentiation, spheroids of tumor
cells were directly seeded under adherent conditions
in miPS medium (without LIF). After growing to 90%
confluence, the medium was changed to adipose differentiation medium (miPS medium (without LIF),
supplemented with 10 µg/mL insulin and 2.5 µM
dexamethasone (AdipoInducer, ReagentTakara, Japan)) for 2 days. Subsequently, the cells were maintained in miPS medium (without LIF) supplemented
with 10 µg/mL insulin for another 6 days, followed
by Oil Red O staining to confirm the adipogenesis.

Tumorigenicity analysis in immunodeficient
mice
4 week-old Balb/c-nu/nu female immunodeficient mice were purchased from Charles River (Japan). 1×102 - 1×106 Cells (shown in Table 1) were
suspended in sterile PBS and subcutaneously injected
into one flank of immunodeficient mice. After 4
weeks, all tumors were resected at autopsy and sectioned for histologic analysis. All animal experiments
were reviewed and approved by the ethics committee
for animal experiments of Okayama University under
the ID OKU-2013252.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and Oil Red O
staining
IHC staining was performed as previously described [16] by using rat monoclonal anti-CD31 antibody (1:200, Santa Cruz), rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67
antibody (1:200, Abcam), rabbit monoclonal anti-GFP
antibody (1:300, Cell Signaling), mouse monoclonal
anti-vimentin antibody (1:100, Santa Cruz), or mouse
monoclonal anti-PPARγ2 antibody (1:200, Santa
Cruz).
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For Oil Red O staining, cells or 10 µm cryosections were fixed by neutral buffered 10% formalin, 30
min at room temperature. After rinsing in 60% isopropanol, cells were stained with Oil Red O (Sigma) at
60˚C for 5 min.

Immunoblotting and immunofluorescence
Thirty-five micrograms of total cellular protein
of each sample was loaded for electrophoresis. Separated proteins were then blotted onto polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membrane (Millipore). After
blocking for 1 h with 5% skim milk, the membranes
were incubated for 12 h at 4˚C with primary antibodies: rabbit polyclonal anti-CD63 antibody (1:1000,
Santa Cruz), rabbit polyclonal anti-Nanog antibody
(1:3000, Abcam) or mouse monoclonal anti-Oct3/4
antibody (1:3000, Santa Cruz). The blots were then
incubated with secondary antibody, either horseradish peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG (Cell Signaling). The bound antibodies
were detected using Western Lighting plus-ECL reagent (PerkinElmer), and recorded by Light-Capture II
cooled CCD camera system (ATTO, Japan). Coomassie blue staining of SDS-PAGE gels or anti-β-actin
(Cell Signaling) immunoblotting were used as controls for equal loading. Semi-quantitation of the bands
was performed using ImageJ software (NIH, MD)
according to the instruction.
Table 1. The tumorigenic potential of miPS-LLCev cells within
one month.
Samples

No. of cells

miPS-LLCev

miPS-LLCevPT

miPS-LLCevDT

Histologic examination

1 x 102

Tumor
formation
0/4

1 x 103

0/4

NA

1 x 104

0/4

NA

1 x 105

3/4

malignant, angiogenesis

1 x 106

10/10*

1 x 102

0/4

malignant, angiogenesis,
bleeding (2/10)
NA

1 x 103

0/4

NA

1 x 104

0/4

NA

1 x 105

5/5

malignant, angiogenesis

1 x 106

5/5

malignant, angiogenesis

1 x 102

0/4

NA

1 x 103

0/4

NA

1 x 104

0/4

NA

1 x 105

5/5

malignant, angiogenesis

1 x 106

5/5

malignant, angiogenesis

NA

PT: primary tumor cells; DT: disseminated tumor cells.
NA: not applicable.
*There are 2 in 10 mice were found to be bleeding with disseminated tumors in the
mesentery.

http://www.jcancer.org
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Figure 1. tEV treatment of differentiating miPSCs gives rise to stem-like cells. (A) Cells are passaged following the conversion schedule. Each color indicates different
culture media. (B) Size distribution of tEVs collected from LLC CM. (C) Immunoblotting analysis of CD63 in tEVs and LLC cell lysates shows the enrichment of exosomes.
Coomassie stain of SDS-PAGE gel shows equal loading of total protein. (D) Colony formation in indicated concentrations of tEVs cultured for 2 weeks. (E) Cell images during
conversion by 100ng/mL tEV are shown. Cells passaged in plain medium (-tEV) are used as control. Scale bar: 100 µm. (F) Immunoblotting analysis of Nanog and Oct3/4 in the
total protein from miPSCs (miPS), differentiated miPSCs (differentiated miPS (9days)), differentiated cells by tEVs cultured for 6 days (miPS + tEV (6days)), differentiated cells by
tEVs cultured for 28 days (miPS + tEV (28days)) and resultant cells (miPS-LLCev). Relative intensities are normalized to that of β -actin.
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For immunofluorescence analysis, cells were
deposited on coverslips, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X, blocked
with 5% BSA, incubated with rabbit polyclonal anti-CD34 antibody (1:200, Santa Cruz), rabbit polyclonal anti-CD36 antibody (1:200, Santa Cruz), mouse
monoclonal anti-PPARγ2 antibody and TexasRed-conjugated secondary antibodies and then
counterstained with DAPI (Vector Laboratories). Images were captured using a confocal microscope
equipped with a light fluorescence device
(LSM510META, Carl Zeiss, Germany).

Quantification of gene expression by
quantitative reverse-transcription PCR
(qRT-PCR)
Total RNA was prepared from cells with RNeasy kit (Qiagen) and treated with DNase I (Takara) to
remove any residual genomic DNA, then reverse
transcribed by SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase
(Invitrogen). qRT-PCR was performed with LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master mix (Roche). Primer
sequences are described in Additional File 1: Supplementary Table S1. Relative gene expression was
normalized to that of Gapdh. All the experiments were
repeated at least three times. Results are presented as
means ± SD. Student t-test was used to compare the
expression of genes between unique sample and parental miPSCs. One-way ANOVA followed by post
hoc Tukey analysis was used to assess the significance
of the genes expression between miPS-LLCev, ‘spheroids of bulk cell’ and ‘spheroids of puro resistant cell’.
P < 0.05 was considered significantly different.

In vitro tube formation assay
Individual cells were suspended in endothelial
basal medium supplemented with FBS, hydrocortisone, hFGF-B, VEGF, R3-IGF-1, ascorbic acid, hEGF,
GA-1000 and heparin (EGM-2 Single Quots Kit,
Takara) following manufacture’s instruction and
seeded in triplicate on Matrigel (Becton Dickinson)
coated chamber slides (Nunc) [19]. After 24 hours,
cells were stained with fluorescence labeled rat anti-CD31 antibody.

Invasion assay
The Matrigel invasion assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Becton Dickinson). The growth factor-reduced Bio-coat Matrigel
membrane inserts were rehydrated with serum-free
medium and incubated at 37˚C for 2 h. Following aspiration of the medium from the inserts, 2.5×104 cells
in 500 µL serum-free medium were seeded onto the
insert, and 750 µL serum containing medium was
added to the bottom well of the insert. After incuba-
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tion for 30 h in 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37˚C, cells on
the bottom of the membranes were fixed and counted
after Gimsa staining.

Results
tEV treatment of differentiating miPSCs gives
rise to stem-like population of cells
To more fully define the particular fraction in
CM that can enhance CSC generation from miPSCs of
previous study [16], we assessed the contribution of
tEVs to this process in the current study. We isolated
tEVs from LLC CM using standard method. The size
distribution was quantified by dynamic laser scattering with an average size of 101.2 nm (Fig.1B). In addition, the presence of an exosomal marker, CD63 was
identified [20] (Fig.1C). Intriguingly, the particle size
distribution of the collected fractions indicated two
peaks (56.7 nm and 132.0 nm), suggesting that LLC
cells secrete two different size populations of particles
[17]. We conclude that the precipitated fraction contains exosomes and microvesicles, as judged from
their size distribution and detection of CD63 [17, 20].
We then investigated whether tEVs were effective on promoting the conversion of differentiating
miPSCs into CSCs. A schematic overview of the conversion procedure is illustrated in Figure 1A. The
differentiating miPSCs were cultured in the medium
containing purified tEVs for 4 weeks. The resultant
cells, named miPS-LLCev, were maintained in miPS
medium without LIF. The selection of undifferentiated miPSCs and monitoring of differentiation could
be carried out by addition of puro and assessment of
GFP fluorescence, respectively, since the expression of
the puro resistant gene and GFP gene were under the
control of the mouse Nanog promoter in the miPSCs
used here [18].
To evaluate the optimal concentration of tEVs
that can facilitate GFP positive colony formation, we
tested different concentrations of tEVs (0-1000 ng
protein of tEVs/mL) in culture medium. After 2
weeks, the number of colonies increased in a dose
dependent fashion, and the most efficient cell growth
was observed at 100 ng of tEVs/mL. Under this concentration, cells grew actively and lead to a rapid
colony expansion (Fig. 1D). Considering the recovery
of tEVs from CM, this concentration is similar to that
in the CM used for CSC-conversion (150~250 ng/mL)
[16]. Therefore, we used 100 ng/mL of tEVs as the
optimal condition for conversion of CSCs. To define
more clearly the relevance of tEVs to the colony formation, we tested the detergent pre-treated tEVs,
whose membrane particle structure were disrupted.
We observed that the number and size of colonies
were significantly reduced (Additional File 1: Suphttp://www.jcancer.org
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plementary Fig. S1), which suggesting that the factor(s) responsible to the CSC-conversion were delivered from cancer cells as a form of membrane particles, tEVs.
During the 3 days culturing of miPSCs in the
absence of LIF (Day -3 to Day 0), GFP expression,
which is an index of Nanog expression, gradually decreased (Fig 1E, Day 0). In the following two weeks
without tEV treatment, there were no GFP positive
cells left and the number of surviving cells decreased
in sequential passages. The cells acquired an enlarged
and flattened morphology, indicating normal differentiation of miPSCs (Fig. 1E, -tEV). In contrast, with
treatment of 100 ng/mL of tEVs, GFP positive colonies re-appeared within a week and grew during the
conversion period (Fig. 1E, +tEV). These colonies
were intermixed with GFP negative cells, which were
morphologically distinct from the normal differentiated cells. No GFP positive cells were observed in the
absence of tEVs after 2 weeks.
The re-emergence of GFP positive cells in the
conversion medium suggested the acquisition of an
embryonic stem (ES)-like phenotype in these cells,
since the GFP gene is located downstream of the
Nanog promoter, which is activated in ES cells and
aggressive tumors [18, 21]. We confirmed the increase
in expression of Nanog and Oct3/4 by immunoblotting analysis during this transition phase (Fig. 1F).
Compare to 9 days differentiated cell, the amounts of
Nanog and Oct3/4 in the counterpart that treated by
tEVs were increased. The amout of Nanog protein in
miPS-LLCev were significantly higher than those in
parental miPSCs. These results suggested that treatment with tEVs derived from LLC cells could give rise
to a stem-like population from differentiating miPSCs
by interfering with a normal differentiation program
in these cells. This reprograming process might be
important in the re-acquisition of a more embryonic
stem-like phenotype. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility that tEVs may directly maintain the undifferentiated state of miPSCs even though these cells
are exposed to a differentiation competent environment [22].

ES cell marker expression and self-renewal
capacity of miPS-LLCev cells
Considering the arise of stem-like cells and the
results of our previous study [16], we expected that
secreted tEV was one of the responsible factors that
might contribute to the conversion of miPSCs into
CSCs. Thus, we investigated the CSC properties of the
miPS-LLCev cells. The self-renewal capacity of
miPS-LLCev cells was assessed in the non-adherent
condition, since malignant stem-like cells have been
shown to form spheroids indicating self-renewal ca-
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pacity in suspension culture [23]. Approximately 12%
of the bulk-unselected populations in miPS-LLCev
cells expressed GFP. The large population of low GFP
expressing miPS-LLCev cells prompted us to concentrate on GFP positive cells as puro resistant cells (Fig.
2A). We assessed the puro resistant GFP positive cells
for growth in suspension culture, and found that the
GFP positive population could form spheroids (Fig.
2B). All of the resultant spheroids were GFP positive,
demonstrating self-renewal capacity of the GFP positive cells. To our surprise, the bulk population cells of
miPS-LLCev that were not selected for puro resistance
also formed spheroids, and only 17.8% of spheroids
were expressing GFP (Fig. 2B and C).
By qRT-PCR analysis, we assessed the expression of genes, such as Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc,
which perform a dominant role in ES and iPSC
maintenance, self-renewal and reprograming (Fig.
2D). The level of each endogenous gene and total
mRNAs (endogenous + transgene) expression were
confirmed by using specific primers [24]. We did not
detect any aberrant activation of trensgenes, pertinent
to viral-transduction for the establishment of miPSCs
(Additional File 1: Supplementary Fig. S2). In spheroids derived from the bulk of miPS-LLCev cells, Sox2
(6-fold in total and 2.5-fold in endogenous) and Klf4
(14-fold in total and 5-fold in endogenous) expression
were significantly elevated compare to miPSCs,
spheroids derived from puro resistant cells expressed
higher levels of Sox2 (3.5-fold in total) and Klf4
(5.4-fold in total and 2-fold in endogenous) compared
with miPSCs, but less than those of bulk spheroids. It
has been reported that a narrow range of the amount
of Oct3/4 is critical for maintaining pluripotency [25,
26]. In the spheroids derived from either puro resistant cells or bulk cells, Oct 3/4 was found to be
up-regulated when compared with the miPSCs. The
expression of this gene in the puro resistant GFP positive spheroids was significantly higher (1.7-fold in
total and 1.9-fold in endogenous) than that in bulk
spheroids (P < 0.05), implicating a potentially more
stem-like state compared with GFP negative spheroids. These results indicate the potential presence of
a subpopulation that possesses self-renewal capacity
in the total miPS-LLCev cell population. Additionally,
the bulk miPS-LLCev cell population contains a hierarchy in vitro ranging from Nanog+(GFP+)/Oct3/4+
stem-like cells to more differentiated cells. The elevation of Sox2 and Klf4 might be related not only to the
maintenance of the stem cell-like state, but also to
unipotent differentiation potential.

Generation of liposarcoma-like tumors in
immunodeficient mice by miPS-LLCev cells
It is known that, miPSCs generated teratomas
http://www.jcancer.org
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after transplanted into nude mice [16, 18]. Unlike
miPSCs, malignant-tumorigenic potential is an established property for the assessment of CSC activity [3].
To test this, 1×102-1×106 miPS-LLCev bulk cells were
subcutaneously injected into immunodeficient mice
(Table 1). Tumors that developed in immunodeficient
mice after 4 weeks were histologically and immunohistochemically analyzed (Fig. 3). A substantial portion of the tumor expressed a malignant phenotype,
such as high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, a high mitotic rate and nuclear pleomorphism, and elevated
expression of Ki-67, which are all properties indicative
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of a neoplastic state. Also we found anti-CD31 staining in the tumor, indicating tumor angiogenesis. We
then assessed expression of vimentin and
Pan-Cytokeratin for classifying the type of tumor. In
the region of tumor where GFP expression was negative, vimentin staining was observed to be expressed
in a diffuse pattern. Although we observed a
CK-positive area in the tumor (data not shown), we
concluded that the tumors were sarcomas. The GFP
and vimentin staining patterns indicated the heterogeneity of cells in these sarcomas in the context of
mesenchymal differentiation.

Figure 2. miPS-LLCev cells possess self-renewal capacity. (A) FACS analysis shows GFP population in bulk and puro selected miPS-LLCev cells. (B) Sphere formation
assay in serum-free medium shows spherogenic potential of both GFP negative (bulk cell) and GFP positive (puro selected) miPS-LLCev cells. Scale bars: 100 µm. (C) 4×104 bulk
or puro selected single cell suspension were applied to serum-free condition, the number of GFP+ and GFP- spheroids above 100 µm were scored after 4 days. The assay was
performed in triplicate and the error bars indicate the difference in the total number. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of four transcription factors Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc expression
levels in the indicated samples. The products of coding regions and endogenous transcripts are regarded as total and endogenous. Relative expression values are normalized to
Gapdh and conducted in triplicate. Student t-test was used to compare the expression level between unique sample and miPSCs. Each asterisk shows the significance of P <0.05.
One-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey analysis was used to assess the significance of the genes expression between miPS-LLCev, ‘spheroids of bulk cell’ and ‘spheroids
of puro resistant cell’. Each ‘#’ shows the significance of P <0.05.

http://www.jcancer.org
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Figure 3. miPS-LLCev generate liposarcoma-like tumors in immunodeficient mice. (A) Generation of tumors after subcutaneous injection shows rapid
growth of tumors. (B) H&E staining of primary tumors dissected from injection site,
showing multiple pathologic mitotic figures (arrowheads, inset) and hyper-vascularization. (C) IHC staining of Ki67 shows cellular proliferation. (D) IHC
staining of CD31 shows angiogenesis in tumors (arrowheads). Serial sections were
stained with vimentin (E) and GFP (F), diffuse staining of vimentin is detected with
opposite pattern to GFP in tumor. (G) IHC staining of PPARγ2 shows a large population of PPARγ2 expressing cells. (H) Oil Red O staining shows fat droplets in
tumors. Scale bars: 100 µm.

It is worthwhile to note that there was a substantial proportion of adipose tissue in the tumors.
We then investigated the expression of PPARγ2,
which is a nuclear hormone receptor that performs a
critical role in regulating adipocyte differentiation
[27]. Numerous cells were positive for PPARγ2, suggesting differentiation into an adipocyte lineage.
Furthermore, Oil Red O staining of cryosections revealed the presence of lipid droplets in the tumors.
Therefore, tumors derived from miPS-LLCev cells are
probably liposarcoma [28, 29]. Additionally, during
tumor development, we observed some animals with
abdominal bleeding, were bearing disseminated tumor nodules in the mesentery (Additional File 1:
Supplementary Fig. S3 A and B).

Self-renewal potential of cells derived from
miPS-LLCev tumors
To further evaluate the properties of
miPS-LLCev cells as potential CSCs, we established
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cell lines from both the primary tumors
(miPS-LLCevPT) and disseminated tumor nodules
(miPS-LLCevDT), respectively (Additional File 1:
Supplementary Fig. S3). In contrast to the original
miPS-LLCev cells in vitro, the populations of GFP
positive cells in both the miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT cell lines was significantly higher
(73.39% and 72.93%, respectively) (Fig. 4A). In suspension culture, both cell lines were able to form
spheroids indicating self-renewal capacity, and all
spheroids were GFP positive (Fig. 4B and C). The expression levels of Oct3/4 in miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT, both in adherent and suspension
cultures, were comparable to those in miPSCs (Fig.
4D). In contrast, significant higher levels of Sox2 and
Klf4 expression were observed in the spheroids from
both cell lines. We confirmed that there was no aberrant expression of the Yamanaka transgenic factors in
either cell line (Additional File 1: Supplementary Fig.
S2). c-Myc was not expressed aberrantly in any of the
cells suggesting a negligible contribution of this gene
to the transformation and/or tumorigenicity in these
cells. However, endogenous Nanog, Sox2 and Klf4
might contribute to these properties [21, 30-32].
When the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT
cells were injected into immunodeficient mice, malignant liposarcomas again developed (Table 1). The
pathological and immunohistochemical features of
these secondary tumors were similar to the primary
tumors indicating the repeatable nature of tumorigenesis in this model (Fig. 5). Collectively, we conclude that the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT
cells were able to maintain a self-renewal capacity and
the original histotype of the primary tumor.

The heterogeneity of tumor derived cells
Distinct stages of adipogenesis and immunophenotypic plasticity have demonstrated a cellular
hierarchy in human liposarcomas, the expression of
both CD34 and CD36 could serve as specific markers
indicative of adipose differentiation [33]. We then
assessed the cellular lineage of adipocytes in the
miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells in vitro.
Immunostaining against CD34, which is a multipotent
progenitor marker, expressed by adipose progenitors
and other progenitor cell types [33-35], showed that
both the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells
contained a population of CD34 expressing cells (Fig.
6A). There were heterogeneous populations within
both cell lines exhibiting GFP+/CD34+, GFP-/CD34+
and GFP+/CD34-. In the case of CD36 and PPARγ2
expression, similar to CD34, there were positive and
negative cells in both the GFP+ and GFP- cells for these
additional adipocyte markers (Fig. 6B and C).
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Figure 4. The primary cells show self-renewal capacity. (A) FACS analysis of GFP in both primary cell lines shows GFP population. (B) Both primary bulk cells are able to
form spheroids in suspension culture, and all the spheroids are GFP positive. (C) The number of spheroids (above 100 µm) from 4×104 bulk primary cells. Assays were performed
in triplicate and the error bars indicate the difference in the total number. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of four transcription factors Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc expression levels in the
indicated samples, which according to miPS-LLCev cell, express high level of Sox2 and Klf4 in spheroid growing cells. Each asterisk shows the significance of P <0.05. Scale bars:
100 µm.
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Several studies have shown that CSCs can give
rise to endothelial cells, which contribute to tumor
vascularization thereby facilitating tumor growth [19,
36]. Since a population of CD34+ cells is considered to
be a progenitor population of endothelial cells [37],
we applied in vitro tube formation assay to evaluate
the endothelial differentiation capacity of the
miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells (Fig. 6D).
The results indicate that cells formed vessel-like
structures that contained a CD31 positive population
of cells, which is a marker of differentiated endothelial cells, demonstrating that miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT cells can differentiate into mature
endothelial cells [36]. Along with the adipocyte differentiation, these results validate the multipotency of
both the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells.
Taken together, with tumorigenicity and self-renewal
capacity, we conclude that the miPS-LLCev,
miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells are CSCs
capable of developing a liposarcoma that exhibit
phenotypic heterogeneity.

The invasive capacity of miPS-LLCev cells

Figure 5. Tumor allografts generated by primary cells display a similar
histologic phenotype to the parental tumor. H&E staining of tumor sections to
PT cell derived tumors (A) and DT cell derived tumors (B) show similar histologic
phenotype. Comparable staining pattern of relative markers Ki67 (C and D), GFP (E
and F), vimentin (G and H), PPARγ2 (I and J) shows tumors developed from the two
cell lines share similar properties. Scale bars: 100 µm.

We then assessed if the heterogeneous cells
within the adipocyte lineage were derived by differentiation from the GFP positive cells. Spheroids were
induced to adipocyte differentiation by addition of
insulin and dexamethasone in the adherent culture
condition. Differentiation into adipocytes was evaluated by Oil Red O staining (Fig. 6E). We found an
accumulation of a significant number of fat droplets in
both the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells.
These findings demonstrate the potential for adipocyte differentiation by these cancer stem-like cells,
and implicate a cellular hierarchy similar to that
comprising the heterogeneity of liposarcomas derived
from miPS-LLCev cells.

Although we subcutaneously transplanted
miPS-LLCev cells into immunodeficient mice, the
miPS-LLCevDT cells were established from tumor
cells that had disseminated to the abdominal cavity in
the mesentery. This suggests that a subpopulation of
cells might already exist in the transplanted
miPS-LLCev cells that possess a high metastatic ability, which is one characteristic of CSCs [1]. To address
this possibility, we examined the invasive capacity of
miPS-LLCev, miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT
cells in vitro (Fig. 6F). Cells were seeded onto Matrigel-coated transwell membranes and after 30 h, cells
that invaded to the lower side of the filter were
counted. Compared to the parental miPS-LLCev cells,
the invasive capacities of both the miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT cells were significantly higher. This
result suggests that cells with higher invasive ability
are enriched during in vivo tumor development and
those cells can metastasize.

Discussion
The present study demonstrates for the first time
that cancer cell derived extracellular vesicles can facilitate the reprograming of differentiating miPSCs to
convert into CSCs. The reprogrammed miPSCs,
termed miPS-LLCev cells, exhibited sphere formation
in suspension culture, tumorigenic capacity and metastasis to the abdominal cavity in immunodeficient
mice. We also demonstrated the tumorigenicity and
multipotency of the two cell lines that were established from primary tumors and disseminated tumors, termed miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT,
http://www.jcancer.org
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with respect to their ability to differentiate into adipocyte and vascular endothelial cells, and that lead to
the development of liposarcomas composed of a heterogeneous cellular population. Liposarcomas are the
most common type of soft tissue sarcomas and are
classified into five major groups, well-differentiated
liposarcoma, dedifferentiated liposarcoma, myxoid
liposarcoma,
pleomorphilic
liposarcoma,
and
mixed-type liposarcoma [28]. Pathological features of
the miPS-LLCev tumors suggested that the tumors
derived from miPS-LLCev cells were dedifferentiated
liposarcomas. Similar pathological features were observed in secondary tumors that were derived from
either miPS-LLCevPT or miPS-LLCevDT cells. Thus,
we suggest that miPS-LLCev, miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT cells are potential models of liposarcoma CSCs.
The LLC derived tEVs are apparently affecting
the differentiation potential of miPSCs, since we
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started the tEV treatment three days after removing
LIF from the miPSCs culture when GFP fluorescence
indicative of Nanog expression was not detected. Fujimori et al. has recently reported that the differentiation of ES cells in the presence of newborn bovine
serum in vitro results in the generation of cells with
CSC properties [2]. They failed to observe a similar
effect in fetal bovine serum or adult bovine serum.
Their results suggest that aberrant microenvironmental factors can reprogram normal stem cells
through p53 regulation into CSCs. It has also been
reported that tumor cells can inhibit p53 induction in
adjacent host stromal cell fibroblasts [38]. Although
we cannot rule out such a possibility for the effect of
tEVs to directly regulate a subpopulation of stem cells
after three days differentiation that are predisposed to
giving rise to a CSC-like population, it is still possible
that tEVs may function in this capacity.

Figure 6. Cells derived from tumors possess heterogeneous populations. CD34 (A), CD36 (B), PPARγ2 (C) immunofluorescence staining of primary cells show
different stages of adipocyte differentiation in primary bulk cell culture. Arrowheads are showing the double positive cells. (D) In virto tube formation assay shows both PT cell
and DT cells possess tube formation ability. The CD31 positive and negative cells indicate the heterogeneity of primary cells. (E) Oil Red O staining after in vitro differentiation
of spheroid cells, shows the two primary cell lines could differentiate into adipocytes. (F) Matrigel invasion assay shows significantly higher invasive capacity of both primary cells
than resultant cell. DT cell line is slightly more invasive than the PT cell line. A, B and C scale bars: 10 µm. D and E scale bars: 100 µm. F scale bar: 200 µm.
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tEVs can deliver various RNAs or oncoproteins
to distant cells and thereby alter the translational profiles in these recipient cells [12, 20, 39]. tEVs may also
interact directly through surface proteins or receptors
to promote specific signaling pathways [40]. In this
context, the tEVs are known to facilitate the intercellular transfer of information to recipient cells and
therefore possibly induce or accelerate their transformation. Our results clearly support this scenario,
whereby CSCs could arise from normal stem cells or
progenitor cells by tEVs. Although it is currently unclear as to the molecular mechanism(s) that govern
this conversion process, one possibility is that functional microRNAs may be transferred by tEVs from
LLC to differentiating miPSCs and initiate their malignant transformation. A number of studies have
demonstrated that microRNAs perform a very critical
role in carcinogenesis by altering target gene translation and/or by the induction of epigenetic modifications of genes [41]. In addition, microRNAs are involved in the regulation of epithelial-mescenchymal
transition, one of the critical events that facilitate cellular reprogramming to acquire CSC properties [42,
43]. Moreover, microRNAs are known to be actively
secreted through small vesicles, such as exosomes or
microvesicles [20]. In several cases of cancers, microRNA profiles in tEVs have been proposed to function as diagnostic cancer biomarkers [44]. Thus, it
would be informative in future studies to investigate
the microRNA profiles of LLC derived tEVs.
We also found that the expression of two significant iPS reprogramming genes, Klf4 and Sox2, were
upregulated in miPS-LLCev, miPS-LLCevPT and
miPS-LLCevDT when these cells were cultured as
spheroids. Klf4 is primarily expressed in postmitotic
or differentiated cells of the skin and in the gastrointestinal tract and functions in a variety of roles to
control differentiation and proliferation through cell
cycle regulators in a content-dependent manner [45].
Recent studies have also reported that Klf4 is an essential and an early regulator of adipogenesis and
stimulates adipogenesis by regulating C/EBPβ [46],
and that the expression of Klf4 can be activated by
PPARγ through directly binding to its promotor [47].
Since the miPS-LLCevPT and miPS-LLCevDT cells
express PPARγ, the expression of Klf4 could be, in
part, related to adipocyte differentiation that is occurring in these tumor cells. In addition, Klf4 is also an
essential reprograming factor for iPS cells [18], and is
essential for the self-renewal of ES cells [48]. According to recent reports, Klf4 may also contribute to the
self-renewal of some unipotent CSCs [32]. Although
some reports have shown a tumor suppressor role for
Klf4, our results implicate Klf4 as an oncogene.
Sox2 is another essential core transcription factor
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for reprogramming iPSCs and is important in establishing early embryonic cell fate decisions [49]. A very
recent report has shown that Sox2 is important in the
lineage determination of osteo-adipo progenitors by
induction of PPARγ [50]. For Sox2, it has also been
shown to be important in maintaining the
self-renewal of tumor-initiating cells in breast carcinomas [7], osteosarcomas [31] and glioblastomas [51].
Riggi et al. recently demonstrated that, Sox2 is a key
factor in the determination and regulation of Ewing
sarcoma CSCs [30]. Given the fact that miPS-LLCcm
cells expressing lower levels of Sox2 and Klf4 developed adenocarcinomas in immunodeficient mice [16],
CSCs in different tumors may be essentially unique in
their self-renewal mechanisms but differ in their capacity to differentiate depending upon the contents of
transcription factors.
In addition, our recent results indicate that
miPS-LLCcm cells and their differentiated progenies,
can create a niche in vitro, and this niche might regulate the self-renewal and differentiation capacities of
miPS-LLCcm. tEVs and/or soluble factor(s) from potential different progenitor cells are in part, responsible for the commitment of differentiation lineages of
miPS-LLCcm [19]. Therefore, both tEVs and soluble
factor(s) in the CM from tumor cells contain a unique
composition or signature of factors that compose the
general cancerous niche that can differentially contribute to the genesis/maintenance of CSCs with different lineage commitments. It is also conceivable that
different cancer progenitor cells are derived from a
more primitive CSC after exposure to different environmental components.
Soluble or vesicle contained components produced in an aberrant environment, such as
pre-malignant lesions, inflammation and cancer itself,
could selectively reprogram normal somatic tissue
stem cells or progenitors to a malignant stage. Somatic
stem cells/differentiating progenitor cells residing in
close proximity to tumor cells might be transformed
into CSCs, as well, generating a new source of CSCs in
tumors. In this regard, He et al. identified hepatocellular carcinoma progenitor cells (HcPCs) in
premalignant lesions in chronically damaged liver
[52]. HcPCs are not malignant when introduced into
normal mice, but can give rise to carcinomas in livers
sustaining chronic damage. Thus, in support of our
hypothesis, this chronically damaged liver could be
regarded as a cancerous niche. Indeed, our findings
relevant to a cancerous niche provide a new insight
into the potential origin of CSCs and cancer.
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